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The purpose of this paper is to (nearly) embed an important class of regular 
semigroups in a wreath product of more special classes of semigroups by means of 
Rhodes homomorphisms. We continue the program initiated by Rhodes [7] and in 
[16]. If $1 and $2 are semigroups, then $2 o Sl denotes the wreath product of $I by 
S 2 (i.e. Pl : S2 o Sl ~ Sl where Pl is the projection surmorphism), S 2 )< S 1 denotes the 
algebraic direct product of $2 and Sl, and SI-<S2 means there exists an isomor- 
phism of Sl into $2. ~, .~, ~, of and ~ will denote Green's relations on an arbi- 
trary semigr0up S, and E(S) (T(S)) will denote the set of idempotents (union of the 
maximal subgroups) of S. If S is a semigroup (partial semigroup), S1 will denote 
S with an identity appended. A semigroup S is termed combinatorial if each of its 
maximal subgroups i a singleton. We consider egular semigroups S such that T(S) 
is a subsemigroup and for all e e E(S), each ~-class of eSe contains precisely one 
idempotent. We term such semigroups natural ocally ~-unipotent semigroups. 
This class of semigroups include the standard regular semigroups [12,14,16], the 
natural ~-unipotent semigroups [13,16] and the natural locally inverse semigroups 
S (eSe is an inverse semigroup for all e e E(S)) which we consider below. Let S be 
a natural ocally ~-unipotent semigroup. We write 
S < X 
y(..') + f + E 
if there exists a homomorphism 0 of a regular subsemigroup U of the semigroup 
(partial semigroup) X onto S such that 0 .is one-to-one on the X-classes of U and 
u10= u20 (u l, u2 ~ U) implies ul J u2 (e U) (i.e. 0 is both a },(~) and a J-epi. 
morphism in the sense of Rhodes [4,6]) and eO -l eE(U) for all eeE(S) .  Select an 
idempotent representative element ey (y ~ Y= T(S) / J )  from each J-class of T(S) 
and let V= ~ (e>,Se z :y, z ~ Y). Then, V is a natural locally ~-unipotent semigroup 
(Lemma 18). We show (Theorem 37) that 
(*) S < II× W 1 o T(V)/L~o (V/o) l o ( j r ) l  
r(.:) + J + E 
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where I t (jr) is the set I (J) with a left (right) zero multiplication and/, J~E(S), 
W is a lower partial chain Y= T(V)/J  of sub-left groups of T(V), _~ is a con- 
gruence relation on T(V) and T(V)/.~<_ yrx Y, ~ is the smallest combinatorial 
semigroup congruence relation on V such that each ~-class of V/Q contains pre- 
cisely one idempotent and V/Q <_ Y 'x  V/Q/vl where r/is the smallest combinatorial 
inverse semigroup congruence on V/O. We specialize Theorem 36 to natural locally 
inverse semigroups (Theorem 48). In this case, V is a natural ocally inverse semi- 
group, ~f~ is the smallest combinatorial semigroup congruence on V such that 
E(V/~) is a subsemigroup, (.) is valid with O=~, and V/~<_ yrx YlX V/~,~e/rl 
where I/ is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup congruence on V/~. 
Theorem 48 considerably improves our previous structure theorem for natural 
locally inverse semigroups [13]. 
A standard regular semigroup is a natural ocally inverse semigroup S such that 
T(S)/J has a greatest element. We gave structure theorems for this class of semi- 
groups in [12,14,16]. In [16, Theorem 4.8], we (nearly) embedded S in a wreath 
product of a semilattice of left zero semigroups, a semilattice of groups, a com- 
binatorial inverse semigroup and the semigroup of constant transformations of set 
by means of 'Rhodes' homomorphisms. In this paper, we remove the condition 
"T(S)/~ has a greatest element" and replace the condition "eSe (eeE(S)) is an 
inverse semigroup" by the weaker condition "eSe (eeE(S)) is an ~-unipotent 
semigroup". Completely simple semigroups were the first standard regular semi- 
groups to be considered in semigroup theory. 
A regular semigroup S is termed natural regular if T(S) is a subsemigroup (see, 
for example, [13,15] for an extensive bibliography - especially for natural inverse, 
~-unipotent and orthodox semigroups and [16]). 
A (regular) semigroup is termed g-unipotent (ff-unipotent) if each g-class 
(~-class) of S contains precisely one idempotent. This generalization of inverse 
semigroups has been considered extensively by several authors (see, for example, 
Yamada [17] and see [10,16]). 
A regular semigroup S is termed locally inverse (pseudo-inverse) if eSe is an in- 
verse semigroup for all eeE(S). Pastigu [5] has shown that for any locally inverse 
(pseudo-inverse) semigroup S, there exists a homomorphism of a subsemigroup of
a semidirect product of a completely simple semigroup and a semilattice onto S. See 
[5] for an extensive bibliography on locally inverse (pseudo-inverse) semigroups. 
We term a regular semigroup S locally ~-unipotent if eSe is an ~-unipotent 
semigroup for all eeE(S). Thus, a regular semigroup is locally inverse if and only 
if it is both locally ~-unipotent and locally _~-unipotent. For example, a semigroup 
which is both natural regular and locally ~-unipotent (locally inverse) is termed 
natural ocally ~-unipotent (locally inverse). 
We next introduce and clarify the terminology and notation which will be used 
throughout the paper. 
We adopt the following notation and definitions from [16, pp. 181-182, 188, 
189]. Transformation semigroup (denoted by the pair (Q, S) where Q is a set and 
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S is a subsemigroup of F(Q) the semigroup of all functions of Q into Q and qs 
is the image of q under s), monoid, S 1 and S" where S is a semigroup, write 
S-- (S', S) where S is a semigroup and the image of xe S" under se S is just xs (pro- 
duct in S'), wreath product of (P, T) by (Q, S) where (P, T) and (Q, S) are transfor- 
mation semigroups (denoted by (Q, S) o (p, T)), type A semigroup congruence (for 
example, inverse semigroup congruence), aQ (a e S, a semigroup) and ker Q where 
Q is a congruence relation on S (Q will also denote the natural homomorphism of
S onto S/Q), ~-compatible semigroup, union of groups and Clifford's theorem, 
S~---~ T and S= T where S and T are semigroups and ~ is a homomorphism of S 
onto T, (X) where X is a subset of a semigroup S, lower partial chain Y of 
semigroups, W o Xand W o X o R where W is a lower partial chain Y of semigroups, 
X is a semilattice Y of semigroups, and R is a semigroup (see also Remark 38), 
S-< W o X (W o X o R) where S is a semigroup, and homomorphism of S into W o X. 
We use the following definitions and notation from Clifford and Preston [1] 
and/or Howie [3] and/or Krohn, Rhodes, and Tilson [4]. Green's relations (~, d, 
f ,  ~ and ` f), ~-class, R a (~-class containing element a in a semigroup S), semi- 
lattice, semilattice of semigroups, completely simple semigroup, primitive idem- 
potent, natural ordering of idempotents, inverse, regular semigroup, bisimple 
semigroup, simple semigroup, maximal subgroup, inverse semigroup, left zero semi- 
group, natural ordering of`f-classes, left simple semigroup, left group, rectangular 
band, equivalent definitions of inverse semigroup, and orthodox semigroup. 
Let X be a non-empty set. Then X 1 (X r) denotes X with the multiplication xy = x 
(xy = y) for all x, y e X. Let S be a semigroup. If x E S, J(x) will denote the collection 
of inverses of x. 
Let 0 be a homomorphism of semigroup S onto a semigroup T. Following Rhodes 
[4,6], we term 0 a y(~)-epimorphism if 0 is one-to-one on the ~-classes of S 
and we term 0 a`f-epimorphism (a ~-epimorphism) if xO =yO (x, y ~ S) implies x ,fly 
(eS) (x ~y  (~S)). We term 0 an E-epimorphism if eO -1 6E(S) for all eeE(T) .  
We write 
S < X 
~,(.¢e) +j (~)  +E 
if there exists a homomorphism of a subsemigroup U of the semigroup (partial 
semigroup) X onto the semigroup S which is a 7(~)-epimorphism, a ` f- (9-) epimor- 
phism and an E-epimorphism. If S is regular, we require U to be regular. 
Let S be a natural regular semigroup. Then, T(S) is a semilattice Y= T(S)/`f of 
completely simple semigroups (Ty :y~ Y). For each y~ Y, select an eyEE(Ty) and 
let V=U(eySez: y , z~ Y). Let 1= ~ f)(T(S)x T(S)), r= ~ N(T(S) x T(S)), and la 
(r~) denote the 1- (r-) class of T(S) containing ae T(S). 
Our major theorem (Theorem 37) is a consequence of thirty-two lemmas, proposi- 
tions, theorems and comments - some of these may be of interest in themselves. 
In Lemmas 1-5 and Proposition 6, S will denote an arbitrary natural regular 
semigroup. In Lemmas 1-5, we clarify the structure of V. In particular, we describe 
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E(V) (Lemma 2) and T(V) (Lemmas 4 and 5). By i.emma 4, V is a natural regular 
semigroup. Let M= M(A, K, B, [, ]) denote an arbitrary Rees matrix semigroup with 
structure semigroup K (notation of Eilenberg [2]). 
In Proposition 6, we show 
S < M(I ,V, J , [ ,  ]) whereI, J~E(S).  
r( Je) + oT + E 
(In the special case, S is natural ocally ~-unipotent, [ ] : J× I - ,T (V)  (Remark 
22).) In Proposition 7 (statement due to Bret Tilson (personal conversation), we 
show M<__At×Ko(Br) 1.Combining Propositions 6 and 7, 
S < I tx  V°( J r )  1 
~<~r) +j + F. 
for any natural regular semigroup S. 
We need the following notation in the statement of Lemmas 1-5. For y, w ~ Y 
with y>_w, let Ety, w)=E(eyTwey)={g~E(Tw):g<_ey}. For y,z, we Y with y>-w 
and z > - w, let Ety, z )= {collection of identities of rf~,.,~Nlg(~,~ for fcy, w)~Ety, w ) and 
Lemma 1 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 2, 4, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22 and its 
method of proof will be used in the proof of Lemma 9. 
Lemma 1. Let y, w, z ~ Y with y >_ w and z >- w. Then 
- U tr , ., n : eo,, and g(~ ~) ~ Et~ w) . 
Thus, E(eyTwez)=E{y,z), and, hence Ety, y)=Ety, w ). Furthermore, eyTwey is a 
regular subsemigroup of  T w. Hence Ecy ,,4,) ~ 73, and, thus, Ety, z )~ []. 
Proof. Let a e eyTwe z and let a' e J(a) N Tw. Let a* = eza' ey. Then, aa*a = aeza' eya = 
aa'a=a and similarly a*aa*=a*. Thus, a*~3(a)NezTwey, aa*~Ecy, w ) and 
a*a ~ E(~ w). Hence, a ~ r f~,,w~ Cl lg(~,~ where f cy, w) = aa* and gc~ w) = a*a. Conversely, 
let a~rf~,,,~Clls(~, ~ where f(y,w)EE(y,w) and gt~w)~Et~w). Hence, eya=eyf(y,w)a= 
fCy, w)a=a and, similarly aez=a. Thus, a~eyTwe z. It is easily seen that E(eyTwez)= 
Ety, z), and E(y,w)=Ety, ), (take y=z).  Clearly, eyTwey is a subsemigroup of T w. Let 
a ~ eyTwey. Then by the above argument with y = z, a* ~ 3(a) 1"3 eyTwey, and, hence, 
eyTwey is a regular subsemigroup of Tw. The last line of the lemma is im- 
mediate. [] 
Lemma 2 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 4, 5, 19, 22, 28 and 47. 
Lemma 2. E(V) = ~ (E(y,z). : y ,z ,  w E Y,y>- w,z  > - w). 
Proof. Let eeE(V) .  Then, eeeySezNE(T w) for some y,z, we Y. Thus, e=eyee r 
Hence, y>_w, z>_w, and, thus, using Lemma 1, e~Ety, z). Conversely, if ee 
E(y,z),, then using Lemma 1, e ~ E(V). [] 
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Let E*= U(E~y,z): y, ze  Y and y>-z). 
Lemma 3 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Lemma 3. V is a regular subsemigroup of  S. V=~(Re~Lf:e,f~E* ). Thus, 
He~,.~ c_ V fo r  all e(y,z) ~E(y,z) . 
Proof. Let a e V. Hence, a e eySe z for some y, z e Y. Let a* = eza'ey where a 'e  ~(a). 
Then, a*e ~(a)tq V. Thus since V is, clearly, a subsemigroup of S, V is a regular sub- 
semigroup of S. Furthermore, aa*=geE(eySey) and a*a=heE(ezSez) .  If ge T~ 
and he T,,, say, then geEty,  w) and heEtz,, O. Hence, VC_U(ReNLy'e ,  feE* ) .  
Let aeRet'3Ly where e, feE* .  Then, eeeySey and feezSe  z for some y, ze  Y. 
Thus, eya=eyea=ea=a,  nd similarly, aez=a. Hence, aeeySez~ V and, thus, 
V= U(RetqLy: e, feE* ) .  The last sentence of the lemma is valid since H~,.~) = 
Re~,,,~ (qLet~ ~, for some e(y, w) 6 E(y, w) and et~ w) e Et~ w). [] 
Lemma 4 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 5 and 18. 
Lemma 4. Let e(y, z). ~ Ety, z). and etr, s)~ e E(r, s)¢" Then. 
Hety,~) Hetr, s) ¢ C_ U (Hety.s).¢ : e(y, s).¢ ~ E(y, $)wq)° 
Thus, V is a natural regular semigroup. 
Proof. Let aeHe~,,~,,, and beHe~r,,~. Then, a~rf~,,,~ and belf~q, for some 
f(y,w)EE(y,w ) and j~q)~Et~q). Hence, ab=eyf~y,w)abf~q)=eyp where pc  Twq. Let 
Pl be a right identity of p in Twq. Using Lemma 1, there exists (eyppley)'e 
J(ey ppley) tq eyTwqey. Thus, 
ab = ey prey ppleyr(ey ppley)(ey ppley)'. 
Let e~y, wq) = (eyppley)(eyppley) ' e Ety, wq). Thus, ab • re~,, ~q~. Similarly, ab~ le~  wq) for 
some ets, wq) ~ E(~ wq)" Hence 
ab ~ rety ' .q, f'l let ~ .q) = Hety.~,, q for some e(y, S).q E E(y, S).q. 
Thus, Hec,,~) Hetr,,~ q C U (He~y,,~,q : ety,~), e Ety, S)~q). Hence, using Lemmas 2 and 3, V 
is a natural regular subsemigroup of S. [] 
Lemma 5 will be used in the proof of Theorem 37 and Lemma 23. 
Lemma 5. Let Xy = U (He¢u,o~y : e~u, o), ~ E(u, o~, u >_ y, o >_ y). Then, T(V)  is the semi- 
lattice Y o f  completely simple semigroups (Xy" y e Y). 
Proof. Using Lemma 4, Xy is a subsemigroup of Ty. We next show that Xy is 
bisimple. Let a, b • Xy. Suppose a • He~ uo~, and b • He~ sj, for some e(u, o)~ E Et,,, o)~ and 
etr, s)~ • Etr, s)~. There exists c • Ty such that arc and clb ~ There exists a -1 • re~o,~tq J(a) 
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and b- l e le~r.,) N J( b ) for some e(o, y) e E(o, y ) and etr, y) e E(r, y ) such that aa- l = e(u, y) 
and b-lb=etsy) for some e(u,y)EE(u,y ) and some ets, y)eEts, y). Thus, 
c e re~,~ lqle~,~ =He~,~, for some et~ s) e Etu. s), 
and there exists c-lere¢~,)Nlec~,)NJ(c). Furthermore, a=c(c-la), c=a(a-lc), 
c = (cb- l )b, and b = (bc- 1 )c. Since 
c-la~rc-tNla =reo~,~ Clle~.,~=He~o~, for some et~o) ~Ets~o),, 
c-~a~Xy. Similarly, a-lc, cb -1, and bc -1 eXy.  Hence, Xy is a (regular) bisimple 
semigroup, and, thus, Xy is a simple semigroup. Since Xy ~ Ty, every idempotent of 
Xy is primitive. Hence, Xy is a completely simple subsemigroup of Ty. Thus, using 
Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, T(V) is the semilattice Y of completely simple semigroups 
(Xy: ye  Y). [] 
Let S be a semigroup, let A and B be non-empty sets, and let [, ] :BxA~S be 
a function. Then, the set M=A × S × B under the multiplication (a, s, b)(a; s', b') = 
(a, s[b, a']s; b') is a semigroup. It is termed the Rees matrix semigroup over S de- 
fined by [, ] (notation of Eilenberg [2, Ch. 111 (written by Tilson)). We write 
M= M(A, S, B, [, ]). Proposition 6 will be used in the proof of Theorem 37. 
Proposition 6. Let S be a natural regular semigroup. Then, 
S < M(I, V,J ,[ ,  l) 
r(Je)+.~+E 
where l=U(E(le,):  ye  Y), V=U(eySez: y, ze  Y), J=U(E( re , ) 'y~ Y), and if, i]= 
ji. 
Proof. Let j ~ E(re) and i ~ E(le,). Then, f i  = eyjie z~ V. Hence, [, ] maps J x I into 
V. Let A = {(i,b,j) : i eE(le,), b~eySe z, and j ~E(re)}. By a straightforward calcu- 
lation, A is a subsemigroup of M=M(I ,  V:J, [, ]). Let ( i ,b , j )eA where ieE(le,), 
beeySe z, and jeE(re) .  Let b-l  eJ(b).  Then, (ez, ezb-ley, ey)~J( i ,b , j ) )NA,  and, 
hence, A is a regular subsemigroup of M. We will show (i,b,j)O=ibj defines a 
homomorphism of A onto S which is a y(~)-epimorp~sm, a J-epimorphism, and 
an E-epimorphism. Clearly, 0 maps A into S. We next show 0 maps A onto S. Let 
aeS.  Then, aeReNL f for some e, fEE(S) .  Hence, ee Ty and fe  T z for some 
y ,z~ Y. Thus, and lfnr  ,n .  Let ger nl nE(Ty) and h~lfnr~n 
E(Tz). Then, a~Rgf)Lh. Hence, 
a = gah = g(ey aez)h = (g, ey ae z, h)O. 
By an easy calculation, 0 is a homomorphism. Next, we show 0 is a y(~)- 
epimorphism. Sul~pose (i,b,j)O=(p,c,q)O and (i,b,j) ~'~(p,c,q) (cA) .  Since 
( i, b, j ) .,~ (p, c, q) (cA) ,  i = p and j - q. Suppose i ~ E( le,) and j e E(re). Thus, since 
(i, b,j)O = (i, c,j)O, 
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b = eybe z= eyibje z= eyicje z= eyce z= c. 
Next, we show that 0 is a J-epimorphism. Suppose (i ,b,j)O=(p,c,q)O where 
icE(Icy), b e eySez, J e E(re), P e E(le,), c e euSeo, and q e E(reo ). Thus, since ibj = 
pcq, b = eybez = eyibje z= eypcqe z. Hence, 
(i, b,j)  = (i, eypeu, eu)(p, c, q)(eo, eoqez,j). 
Similarly, 
(p, c, q) = (p, e, iey, ey)(i, b,j)(ez, ezjeo, q). 
Thus, (i, b, j)  J (p, c, q) (cA) .  Finally, we show that 0 is an E-epimorphism. Sup- 
pose ieE( le) ,  b~eySez, and j eE ( re )  and ( i ,b, j )O=eEE(S).  Thus, 
bjib = eybjibe z = eyibjibje z = eyibje z= e)be z= b. 
Hence, ( i ,b, j)( i ,b, j)=(i ,  bjib, j )=( i ,b , j ) .  Thus, ( i ,b , j )~E(A).  [] 
Proposition 7 is used in the proof of Lemma 37. 
Proposition 7 (statement due to Bret Tilson) (cf. [2, Ch. 11, Proposition 3.1]). Let 
M=M(A,  S, B, [, ]) be a Rees matrix semigroup over S defined by [, ]. Then, 
M<_AI×S o (Br) I. 
Proof. For (x ,s ,y )~M,  define (x,s,y)lp=(x,f,y) where l f=s  and y ' f= [y',x]s for 
y'EB r. It is easily checked that q) defines a 1-1 map of M into AI×so(Br )  1. We 
next show tp is a homomorphism. Let (xl, sl, Yl), (x2, s2,)2)~M. Thus, 
(Xl, Sl, Yl)tP (X2, $2, Y2)~ = (Xl , f l ,  Yl)(X2, f2, Y2) = (Xl ,f~Qy,f2, Y2) 
while ((Xl, Sl, Yl)(X2, S2, Y2))tP = (Xl, Sl [Yl, X2]S2, Y2)¢P = (Xl ,f3, Y2) where lf3 = 
sI[yl,x2]s2 and, for y 'eB  r, y'f3=[y',xl]sl[yl ,x]s2. However, l(fl*•yf2)= 
1flYlf2 = Sl [y~, XElS2 = 1A and, for y' ~ B r, y'(fTey,f2) =Y ' f  ~ Ylf2 = [Y; x~ ]s~ [y~, x2]s2 = 
Y'f3" Thus, (Xl,Sl,Yl)q)(x2, s2,YE)¢p=((Xl,Sl,Yl)(X2, s ,Y2))tp. [] 
The next theorem (Theorem 8) describes the smallest combinatorial inverse 
semigroup congruence on a natural regular semigroup S. Theorem 8 will be used in 
the proofs of Lemmas 10, 11, 12, and 13. 
Theorem 8 [13, Theorem 1.17 and Propositions 1.24 and 1.21]. Let S be a natural 
regular semigroup. Then, t={(a ,b )eS×S:  aa ' Jbb '  (eT(S) )  and a 'a Jb 'b  
( ~ T(S)) for  some a' ~ J(a) and b' ~ J(b)} is the minimum combinatorial inverse 
semigroup congruence on S. The t-classes o f  S containing idempotents are precisely 
the J-classes of  T(S). Hence, E (S / t )= T(S)/ J .  
Henceforth, S will denote a natural ocally ~-unipotent semigroup unless other- 
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wise specified. Using [10, Proposition 5], a regular semigroup S is locally ~- 
unipotent if and only if E(eSe) is a semilattice of left zero semigroups for all 
eeE(S) .  
In Lemmas 9-14, we will show that tN.~ is the smallest combinatorial ~- 
unipotent congruence on S (Lemma 15); l=(tN .Z)N(T(S)x T(S)) and, hence, I is 
a congruence relation on T(S) (Lemma 11), and, for e eE(S), (tN AP)e= 1 e, and, 
hence, (t N .Z)e is a left group (Lemma 12). 
Lemma 9 will be used in the proof of Lemma 10. Some steps in the proof of 
Lemma 9 were motivated by the proof of [8, theorem]. 
Lemma 9. Let Jl and J2 be J-classes o f  T(S). Let J2<_Jl, aeJ2 and eeE(J l ) .  Let 
eeE(J2) with e<_e (such an e always exists). Then, ae=ae and ele' (e'eE(S)) 
implies ele'. 
Proof. We show e exists by the method of the proof of Lemma 1. We note ae ¢ lg 
for some g e E(J2). Thus, glk and kre for some k e E(J2). Since x(ae)= g for some 
xeJ2 ,  ge=g. Hence, ke=kge=kg=k=e_k=eek=ek.  Thus, k<e.  But, e<e and 
kr_e. Hence, k=e.  Thus, g/e, and, hence aele. Thus, ae=aee_= ae_. Suppose ele'. 
Then, e'e= e'. Thus e'e=e'. Since aele for all a e J2, e'ele. Thus, e_le. [] 
Lemma 10 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 11, 13, 28, and 41 and Theorem 
37. 
Lemma 10. t N .~ is a congruence relation on S. 
Proof. We utilize Theorem 8. Let b, c, d e S and suppose b(t N .~)c. Thus, (b, c) e t, 
and, hence, (db, dc) e t. Thus, (db)-ldb, (dc)-ldc e T z for some (db)-I e J(db), 
(dc)= l e J(dc), and z e Y. Furthermore, b - 1 blc- l c, and, thus, b- 1 b, c- i c e Ty for 
some y~_z. Thus, using Lemma 9, 
(db)-l db = (db)-l dbb-l b = (db)-l dbb-l bl(dc)-l dcc-l c 
= (dc)-ldcc-lc = (dc)-ldc. 
Hence, db .Y dc, and, thus db(t N .Z)dc. Thus, it easily follows that t N .Z is a a con- 
gruence on S. [] 
Lemma 11 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 12, 13, 22, and 28 and Theorem 
37. 
Lemma 11. l= (t N .Y)N(T(S) × T(S)). Thus I is a congruence relation on T(S). 
Proof. Let (a,b) e l= .YN(T(S)× T(S)). Thus, a J b ( e T(S)), and, hence, (a,b) e t 
by Theorem 8. Thus, (a, b) e (t N .Y) Ct (T(S) × T(S)) and 1 ~ (t N .Z) N (T(S) × T(S)). 
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The reverse inclusion is immediate. The last line of the lemma is a consequence of
Lemma 10. 
Lemma 12 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 13, 15, and 28 and Theorem 37. 
Lemma 12. ( tnY)e=l  e for  all erE(S) .  Thus, (tnLf)e is a left group for  all 
e e E(S). 
Proof. Using Theorem 8, xt(tn~)e implies xtT(S) .  Thus, using Lemma 11, 
x e le. Thus, (t n £/)e ~ le. Using Lemma 11, the reverse inclusion is immediate. [] 
Lemma 13 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 15 and 28. 
Lemma 13. S/(t n Lp) is a combinatorial LP-unipotent semigroup. 
Proof. By Lemma 10, t n Lf is a congruence relation on S. Let a--,a denote the 
natural homomorphism of S onto S/(t n Lf). We first show S/(t n ~) is an ~- 
unipotent semigroup. Let ~,ftE(S/( tnLP))  (we may assume e, f tE (S)  by Lalle- 
ment's lemma [3, p. 52]) and suppose ~6af. Thus, ef=~ and ~=f .  Hence, 
ef(t N LP)e. Thus, using Lemma 12, ef t  1 e. Hence, efef= ((ef)e)f= (ef)f=ef and, 
thus, ef t  E(S). Similarly, fe t  If and fe t E(S). Thus, el= e(ef) = e and, similarly, 
fe=f.  Hence, e l f .  Thus, using Lemma 11, e(tn ~) f  and, hence, ~'=f. Thus, 
S/(t n ~) is an ~-unipotent semigroup. We next show S/(t O ~)  is a combinatorial 
semigroup. Let e t E(S) and suppose aX~, ( t S/(t n Li). Let a' t J(a). Then, a'a Lta 
implies a'a Lid Lt~. Thus, a'a=~ (since S/ ( tn  LP) is ~-unipotent). Hence, using 
Lemma 11, a'a t le. Thus, a LPa'a LPe and a LPe. Furthermore, a'a, e t Ty for some 
yt  Y. Since a ~ aa', aa' ~ ~ ~ ~. Thus, aa" e = ~ and eaa' = aa'. Suppose aa' t Tw and 
eeT  z where w, z tY .  Thus, aa'e, eaa'tTwz. Using Theorem 8, aa'e=~ implies 
wz = z and, similarly wz = w. Thus, w = z and aa', e t T z. Hence, since a'a, e t Ty, it 
follows that a(tO Li)e. Thus, a = e, and, hence, S/(t n Lf) is a combinatorial semi- 
group. [] 
Lemma 14 will be used in the proof of Lemma 15. 
Lemma 14. Let Q and tr be congruence relations on a regular semigroup S. I f  
treC_~efor all erE(S),  then trc_Q. 
Proof. Since (O'OLO)e=O" e for all erE(S) ,  trNQ=tr by [1, Theorem 7.38]. Hence, 
trc_Q. [] 
Lemma 15. t n Lt is the smallest combinatorial LP-unipotent congruence on S. 
Proof. Let y be any combinatorial ~-unipotent congruence on S. We will show 
(tt')£/)eC-Ye for all erE(S) .  Then, tn~_c  y by Lemma 14. Let xt ( tn~)e .  Thus, 
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xcle by Lemma 12. Hence, x~g for some geleNE(S). Thus, x~,~g~ implies 
xy = g? (S/y is a combinatorial semigroup). But, g I e implies gy _~ey. Hence, since 
S/? is an ~-unipotent semigroup, g? = e~. Thus x~, = ~,  and, hence, x e ?e- Thus, 
(t CIL)e ~ ~e" Apply Lemma 13. [] 
We clarify the structure of E(eySey) for ye  Y in Lemma 16 and we show eyTwey 
(y, we Y,y>_w) is a left group in Lemma 17. 
Lemma 16 is used in the proof of Lemma 17. 
Lemma 16. Let 
semigroups (Ew 
Furthermore, 
Yy= { y' e Y[ y' <<_ y}. Then E(eySey) is a semilattice Yy of left zero 
: we  
Ew=E(eyTwey) for all we Yy. 
Proof. Using [10, Proposition 5], E(eySey) is a sernilattice P of left zero semigroups 
(Fr :peP).  Let peP .  Then, FpNTw~77 for some weY.  Let xeFoNT w and 
yeF  o. Thus, xy=x and yx=y. Suppose YeTw,. Thus, wwl=w and WlW=Wl. 
Hence, w=w I. Hence, FreT  w. Since FpgE(eySey), zeF ,  implies zey=eyz=z. 
Thus, wy= yw= w and, hence w< y. Thus, pep implies Fp~ T w for some w<_ y. 
We define p~ = w. We will show ~0 defines an isomorphism of P onto Yy. Let 
plq~=Wl and p2cP=w2. Thus, Fp~Tw~ and F~Tw2. If Pl=P2, Tw~('lTw2~[~, 
and, hence, wl = w2. If wl = w2, Fp~ ~ Tw~ and Fr~ ~ Two. Let e eFp~ and feFm. 
Thus, ef, feeFp~r~Tw~. Hence, efe=effe=ef, and, thus, e~f .  Hence pl=p~. 
Thus, ~ defines a 1-1 map of P into Yy. Let w<_y. Thus, using Lemma 1, 
E(eyTwey) N Tw ~ rq . Hence, E(eySey) N Tw ~ [] and FpN Tw ~ [] for some pep.  
Thus, by an argument above, Fp ~ Tw, and, hence pC = w. Thus ~0 maps P onto Yy. 
Finally, we show ~0 is a homomorphism. Let Pl,P2eP. Thus, Fp~Fr~c_ Tp~¢Tr~¢g 
But, Fp,  Hence, pl~oP2~O = (p~p2)(p. For p e P, let E~ = 
F o. Hence Ep~¢Ep~¢=Fp~Fp~gFo~r~=E(p,p~)~=Ep~¢r~¢. Thus, E(eySey) is the semi- 
lattice Y~ of left zero semigroups Ey : y e Yy). Since Fp c_ T~, E~ ~ T~ for all p e P. 
Thus, Ezg T z for all ze  Yy. Let y>_w. Then, using arguments above, E(eyTwe~)g 
E(eySey)NTw=Ew. If feEw, fey=eyf=f. Thus, f=eyfeyeE(eyTwey). Hence 
E(eyTwey)=Ew. [] 
Lemma 17 will be used in the proof of Lemma 20. 
Lemma 17. For y, w e Y and y > w, eyTwey is a left group. 
Proof. By Lemma 16, E(eyTwey ) is a left zero semigroup. By Lemma 1, eyTwey is
a regular subsemigroup of Tw. Let a, beeyTwey and let a'eJ(a)f'leyTwey and 
b'eJ(b)NeyTwey. Thus, a'ab'b=a'a, and, hence, (ab')b=a. Thus, eyTwey is a left 
simple semigroup. Suppose xa =ya where x, y e eyTwey. Let x' e J(x) N eyTwey and 
y" e 3(y)NeyTwey. Thus, xx'xaa' = yy'yaa'. Hence, xx'x= yy'y, and, thus, x= y. 
Alternatively, since eyTwey is left simple and contains an idempotent, eyTwey is a 
left group by the left-right dual of [1, Theorem 1.27]. [] 
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In Lemma 18, we show V is a natural locally ~-unipotent semigroup. 
Thus, Lemmas 10-17 may be applied to V. Let I '=L~N(T(V)×T(V)) .  Then, 
{le~,,w~ : e<y,w)~E~y,w) ,y, we  Y,y>_ w} is the collection of Lf-classes of T(V) (Lemma 
19). For e~y,w)eE~y,w), eyTweyC_le~y,,~ (Lemma 20). Thus, we may let le~,.,~=l~y,w ) for 
all ety, w)~Ecy, w). Let Q=tN~.  Then, using Lemma 12, E(V/Q)={I~r,w):r,w~ Y, 
r ~ w}. In Lemma 23, we show l~r, w)l~k,z ) C_ l~k, wz) where r, w, k, z ~ Y where r > w and 
k>_z. Let S be any regular semigroup such that E(S) = {(j, a) :j, a~ Y, a semilattice, 
j >_ a} under the multiplication (j, a)(q, b) = (q, otB)(V/Q is such a semigroup). Then, 
S < _ yr×s/¢~ where ~ is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S and 
E(S/t~)-=- Y. In fact, S-= {(j, a) : j  > a - l  a} (Proposition 24). In comment 27, we note 
that 3 may be replaced by t in Proposition 24 if S is combinatorial. In Lemma 28, 
we show V/~ < yr× (V/Q)/2 where A is the smallest combinatorial inverse semi- 
group congruence on V/Q and E((V/o)/2)= Y (in fact, V/Q=-{(y, tz) :y>a- la}) ,  
and we also show T(V)/LP<_ Y~× Y (in fact, T(V) /~={( j ,y ) : j>-y}) .  In Lemma 
21, we show eyTwe z (y ,z ,w~ Y,y>-w,z>w) is contained in a single J-class of 
T(V). Hence, in Proposition 6, [, ] : J× I--, T(V) (Remark 22). In Corollary 25, we 
describe Green's relations on S of Proposition 24, and, in Corollary 26, we show 
S is combinatorial if and only if S/t5 is combinatorial (notation of Proposition 24). 
Lemma 18 will be used in the proof of Lemmas 22, 28 and 42 and Theorem 37. 
Lemma 18. V is a natural locally ~-unipotent semigroup. 
Proof. This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 4 and the definition of 'locally ~- 
unipotent'. [] 
Lemma 19 will be used in the proof of Lemma 28. 
Lemma 19. {lety, w~" ety, w)~Ety, w),Y, we  Y,y> w} is the collection of  LP-classes of  
T(V). 
Proof. Let eeE(V) .  Then, using Lemma 2, e=etr, z) eE<y,z), for some y,z, we Y 
with y > w and z >- w. Thus, e(y, z)w E lg(~ w) for some g~ w) ~ EC~ w)- Hence e<y,z)wg~ w) = 
ety, z)w and g<~ w)e¢y,z)~ = g¢~ w). Thus, since Et~ ~), E<y, z)~ c E( V) by Lemmas 1 and 2, 
11 
e(y,Z)w = l'g(z., w)" [] 
Lemma 20 will be used in the proof of Lemma 23. 
Lemma 20. Let y, we  Y and y> w. Then, eyTweyC_ le(,.w ) for all e(y,w)EE(y,w ). 
Proof. Using Lemma 17, eyTwey is a union of groups. Thus, since eyTweyC_ V, 
eyTwey c_ T(V). Thus, again using Lemma 17, eyTwey is contained in some/'-class. 
Hence, for any e(y, w) E E(y, w), eyTwey c_ leo,, w)" [] 
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Lemma 21 will be used in the proof of Remark 22. 
Lemma 21. Let y, z, w ~ Y with y > w and z >- w. Then 
eyTwez= U (HA,.,,,: f(y,z), ~ E(y,z),= E(eyTwez)). 
Hence, eyT~e z ~ Xw (notation o f  Lemma 5). 
Proof. Let aeeyTwe z. Then, let a'eY(a)nT, and let a*=eza'ey. Then, by an 
easy calculation, a* ¢ Y(a) n ezTwey. Furthermore, aa* e Ety, w 1, and a*a e E(~ w). 
Hence, for some e(y,z), ¢ E(y,z),, e(y,z), e raa, CI la. a. Thus, a ¢ He, y.,),,. Conversely, let 
acHe~,.,~, where e(y,z) eE(y,z) . Then, using Lemma 1, eya=eye(y,z) a=e(y,z) a=a 
and, similarly, aez=a. Thus, since at  Tw, a eeyTwez. [] 
Remark 22. Using Lemma 21, [, ] : J x  I--* T(V) in the case S is a natural locally ~- 
unipotent semigroup in the statement of Proposition 6. 
Lemma 23 will be used in the proof of Lemma 28. 
Lemma 23. Let r,k,w, ze  Y with r>_w and k>z.  Then, l~r,w)l~k,z) ~ l~k, wz). 
Proof. Using Lemma 20, erTwer c_ l~r,w) and ekTzek~ l~k,z). Using Lemma 11 and 
Lemma 18, li'r,w)li'k,z) is contained in an /'-class of T(V). Let a~erTwer and 
beekTzek. Hence, abeerTwzek. Using Lemmas 5 and 10, ab~e(r,k),~ for some 
e(r,k).~ and He<,.,~,~ £Xwz. Thus, He~,.k~ is the maximal subgroup of Xwz containing 
ecr, k),,. Hence, abl'ecr, k),~. However, e(r,k)~le~,~> for some eck, wz)~E(k, wz). Thus, 
ecr, k), eck, wz) = ecr, k),~ and eck, wz)ecr, k), = e(~, wz). Since eck, wz), e(r,k),~ ¢ E( V) by Lemma 
I I I I ! 
1 and Lemma 2, ecr, k).l'e(k, wz). Hence, lecr.,>,=lik, wz). Thus, lir, wlik, z)~iik, wz). [] 
Let Y be a semilattice. Let B={( j ,a ) : j ,  ae  Y, j>a} under the multiplication 
(j, a)(k, #) = (k, ap). 
Proposition 24 will be used in the proof of Lemma 28 and Corollary 25. 
Proposition 24. S is a regular semigroup with E(S) = B if  and only i f  S !  {(j, ct) : ct e 
X= S/A where 2 is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S, E(X) = Y, j ~ Y, 
j >_ a-lot} under the multiplication (j, a)(q, t )  = (q, orB). Hence, in this case, 
S<_ yrxx .  
Proof. First assume that S is a regular semigroup with E(S) = {(j, a) :j, a ~ Y, j -  a} 
under the multiplication (j, a)(q,,8) = (q, ap). If we let Ey = {(j, y) : j  ~ Y, j_>y}, 
E(S) is the semilattice Y of right zero semigroups {Ey:y~ Y}.  Using the proof 
of [10, Theorem 9] and the obvious modification of [13, Proposition 1.19] and 
its proof, there exists a homomorphism ~ of S onto an inverse semigroup X= S/2 
with E(X) = Y and for a ¢ Y, a~- 1 = Ea ' and, furthermore every element of S may 
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be uniquely expressed in the form oaj where o a ~ a~ -1 (o a = (a, a) for a e Y) and 
j eEa-~a. Let M= {(j, a) 'a  ~X, j >_ a-l  a} under the multiplication (j, a)(q, f )=  
(q, aft). We will show (oa(j, a-la))y = (j, a) defines an isomorphism of S onto M. It 
is easily seen that ), is a 1-1 map of S onto M. We next show ~, is a homomorphism. 
There exist e, f e Y such that oa(e,a-ltz)=oa nd (f, f f - l )oB=o B. Hence, 
oa(j, a -1 a)oB(q, fl-l fl) = oa(j, a-la)(f, fib -! )oB(q, fl-l f )  
= oct(f ct -1 a f f  .-1 )o#(q, f - l f l )  
= oa(e, a -1 ot)(f, tiff-! )o#(q, #-lfl) 
= o o (q, f ) .  
However, oao# = oaf(s, (aB)-laf), say. Thus, 
o (j. a)oa(q, f)  = af)(q, f)  
= oaB(q, (af)- l af). 
Thus, it is easily seen that }, is a homomorphism. The converse follows by a 
routine calculation. [] 
Corollary 25 is used in the proof of Corollary 26. 
Corollary 25. Let S be as in Proposition 24. Then 
(a) (j, a) ~ (q, B) if and only if a ~ f ( ~ X). 
(b) (j,a) LP(q,f) if and only if  j=q  and a~f  (eX).  
(c) (j, a)~(q, f )  if and only if j =q and a ~f l  (eX).  
(d) (j, a) ~ (q, f )  i f  and 'only if  a ~ f ( ~ x).  
Proof. (a). Suppose a .~'f (eX) .  Then, ¢tCt-I =f f  -1, and hence (j,a)(q,a-lB)= 
(q, f)  and (q, fl)(j, fl-l a) = (j, a) with (a- l f ) - l (a- l f )=f l - l f<_q and (f-lot)-~fl-la= 
a-la<_j. The converse is immediate. The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a) and 
(c) and (d) are easy consequences of (a) and (b). [] 
Corollary 26. Let S be as in Proposition 24. Then, S is combinatorial if and only 
if X is combinatorial. 
Proof. Suppose X is combinatorial. Then, S is combinatorial by Corollary 
25(c). Suppose S is combinatorial and a~f l  (~X). Thus, since a-la=B-lf l ,  
(a-la, a)~,~e(fl-lfl, B) by Corollary 24(c). Hence, a=f .  [] 
Comment 27 will be used in the proof of Lemma 28. 
Comment 27. Let S in Proposition 24 be a combinatorial semigroup. Using [13, Pro- 
position 1.19 and p. 696], there exists a homomorphism ¢ of S onto a combinatorial 
inverse semigroup X=S/ t  with E(X)= Y and y¢- I=Ey for y e Y and every 
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element of S may be uniquely expressed in the form vaj where vat otO -~ and 
j t Ea-~ a. Thus Proposition 24 may be proved directly for combinatorial regular 
semigroups. [] 
Let O=~tA.Z on V. 
Lemma 28 will be used in the proof of Theorem 37. 
Lemma 28. V/O <- yr X (( V/o)/tl) where 11 is the smallest combinatorial inverse semi- 
group congruence on V/O and E((V/o)/q)= Y. In fact, V/o--{(j ,a) :j>ot- la}. 
Furthermore, T(V)/.Z< yrx  Y. In fact, T(V)/.Y-- {(j,y) : j>y}.  
Proof. Using Lemma 18 and Lemma 10, 0 is a congruence relation on V. Let a./~ 
denote the natural homomorphism of V onto V/O. Using Lemmas 11, 12, 19 and 
23, ~r,w)~k.:)=~k, wO.Let ~r,w)=(r, w). Thus~ using Lemmas 2, 19, and 12 and Lalle- 
ment's lemma [3, p. 52], T(V)/ .~=E(V/o) ={(z, w) :z > _ w} under the product 
(a, y)(b,z)= (b, yz). Hence, E(V/o)<-yrx Y. Using Proposition 24 and its proof, 
Lemma 13 and Comment 27, there exists an isomorphism 7, of V/O onto 
M={( j ,a ) :a tX=- (V /o ) / t l ,  a combinatorial inverse semigroup with E(X)= Y, 
j t Y, j > ot-I 0~} with (j, 00(q, ]~) = (q, 0~fl) and (j, ot)~, = (j, o0 for ¢tt Y. Thus, 
V/O< yrx (v lO)h  1. [] 
Let S be a regular semigroup admitting a given congruence 0 such that eo is a left 
group for all erE(S).  We term ((3,0) a left regular pair. In [16, Theorem 1.7], we 
showed S_< (ker O> lo (S/o) l for any left regular pair (S, 0). Using Lemmas 29 and 
31, we give a shorter and simplified proof of this theorem here (Theorem 32). Using 
Theorem 32 and Lemmas 18, 10, and 12, V<_(T(V))io(V/o) 1. In [16, Theorem 
1.24], we showed that if S is a union of groups on which ~ is a congruence r lation, 
then S<_ W 1 o(S/.Z) l where W is a lower partial chain S/ J  of .~-classes of S 
(precisely one such .~-class from J-class Of S) (If S has an identity the supercript 
'1' may be omitted). Using Lemmas 34 and 35, we give a shorter and simplified 
proof of this theorem here (Theorem 36). Using Theorem 36 and Lemmas 18 and 
11, T(v)i<_ W 1 o (T(V)/.y) I. Thus, using [16, Lemmas 1.25 and 1.6] and Proposi- 
tions 6 and 7, if S is a natural ocally ~-unipotent semigroup, then 
S < I t×Wl° (T (V) / .Y ) l ° (v /o ) l ° ( J r )  1 whereI, J~E(S).  
~s)+ j +E 
The remainder of the statement of our major theorem (Theorem 37) is contained 
in Lemma 28. 
Lemma 29 will be used in the proof of Lemma 31. 
][~mm8 29 [16, Lemma 1.1]. Let (S,o) be a left regular pair. For each s t  S/O select 
precisely one u, t so-1 and precisely one s" ¢ J(s). Then, every element of  S may be 
uniquely ~vpressed in the form gss,Us where gss, t(ss')o -1. 
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Remark 30. Lemma 31 and Theorem 32 are valid for any regular semigroup satisfy- 
ing the conclusion of Lemma 29. 
Lemma 31 will be used in the proof of Theorem 32. 
Lemma 31. Let (S, Q) be a left regular pair. Then, there exists a homomorphism t~ 
of S into (kero)oS/Q. For geS ,  g~=(fg, gQ). For gesQ -1, fg is defined by the 
equation Urg'-rfgUrs where rfge((rs)(rs)')O -1. I f  S/O has no identity, we define 
lfg=gss, if g=gss,Us. 
Proof. We will assume S/Q has no identity. The other case is simpler. Using Lemma 
29, ~ defines a mapping of S into (ker 0) o S/Q. We show ~ is a homomorphism. Let 
g' e wQ -1. Thus g~g't~ =( f  g, S)(f g,, w) = ( f  gOsf g,, (gg')Q) while (gg')t~ = ( f  gg,, (gg')o). 
We first show r(f~Osfg,)=rfgg, for r eS/o .  Since r(f~Osfg,)Ursw=rfg(rs)fg,Ursw = 
rfgUrsg'= (Urg)g'= Ur(gg' ) = rfgg,Urs w and r(f~Qsfg,), rfgg, E ((rsw)(rsw)')Q -l, r(fgOsfg, ) = 
rfgg, by Lemma 29. We next show that l(f~Qsfg,)= lfgg,. Since gg'=gss,(Usg')= 
lfg(Sfg,)Usw = l(fgQsfg,)Usw and 
l(fgesfg,) e ((SW)(SW)')Q -1, l fgg,= l(f~Qsfg, ) 
by Lemma 29. Thus, (gg')~=g~g'~. [] 
Theorem 32 will be used in the proof of Theorem 37. 
Theorem 32 [16, Theorem 1.7]. Let (S,o) be a left regular pair. Then, 
(,) S_  (ker O)l. (S/Q)! 
I f  S has an identity, the superscript '1' in (,) may be deleted. 
Proof. Let (S, 0) be a left regular pair. First assume S has no identity. Define a con- 
gruence O* on S 1 by Q*=OU(1, 1). Then eQ*=e0 for all eeE(S)  and IQ*= 1. 
Hence, (Sl, o *) is a left regular pair, 10" is the identity of SI/Q *, u lo.=l ,  
(ker 0 *) = (ker 0 ) l, and S 1/0 * = (S/o) l (the above statements were given in the proof 
of [16, Theorem 1.7]). Let d~ be the homomorphism of S 1 into (kerQ*)oSl/Q *
given by Lemma 31. Suppose that g~ =g'tS. Thus, fg =fg, and go =g'Q = r, say. 
Hence, g = Ulo.g = (1Q*)fg,Ur= ulo.g'=g'. Hence J is an isomorphism and, thus, 
Sl<-(kero*)oSl/Q *. Thus, using [16, Lemma 1.6], S<_Sl<_(kerQ)lo(S/Q) I. 
If S has an identity, f ,  let e=fQ and let ~ be the homomorphism of S into 
(ker 0)o S/O given by Lemma 31. Suppose g~ = g'~. Thus, fg =fg, and go = g'Q = r, 
say. Hence, g = Ueg = (efg)Ur = (efg,)Ur = Ueg" = g'. Hence, ~ is an isomorphism, and, 
thus, S_  (ker Q) o S/Q. [] 
Lernma 33 will be used in the proof of Lemma 34. 
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Lemma 33 ([11], see also [16, Lemma 1.21]). Let S be a union of  groups on which 
.Z is a congruence relation. Let X= S/.~. Hence, X is a semilattice Y of right zero 
semigroups (Xy: ye  Y) (Y=S/ J ) .  For each ye  Y, select eyeXy and let Ty= 
ey.Y -1. Then, W=~(Ty 'yeY)  is a lower partial chain Y of  left groups 
(Ty:ye Y). I f  seXy,  let s'=y. For each seX,  select uses.~ -l. Then, every 
element of  S may be uniquely expressed in the form qs, us where gs, e Ts,. 
Lemma 34 will be used in the proof of Lemma 35 and Theorem 36. 
Lemma 34. We use the notation of  Lemma 33. There exists a homomorphism 0 of 
S into WoX.  For geS,  gO=(fg, g_~). For ges~ -l, fg is defined by the equation 
Urg=(rfg)Urs where rfg~ Ttrs)'. I f  X has no identity, l fs=g s, where g=gs, us. 
Proof. We will assume X has no identity (the other case is simpler). Using Lemma 
33, 0 defines a mapping of S into WoX.  We will show 0 is a homomorphism. Let 
g' e w-~ -l. Thus, gOg'O=(fg, s)(fg,, w)=(fg o Qsfg,,sw) while (gg')O=(fgg,,sw). Let 
r e X. Thus, 
r ( f  g o osf  g')Ursw = rf g(rsf g,)Ursw= rf gUrsg '= (Urg)g"- Urgg' = r f  gg, Urs w. 
Hence, using Lemma 33, r ( f  8 oosfg,)=rfgg,. We next show that l(fg o osfg')= lfgg,. 
Let g=gs, u s and g'=hw,uw. Since gg'=gs,(usg')= lfgsfg, usw= l(fgoosfg,)Usw and 
l(fgoosfg,)eT(sw),, lfgg,=l(fgoosfg,) by Lemma 33. [] 
Lemma 35 will be used in the proof of Theorem 36. 
Lemma 35. In the notation of Lemma 33, S<-~S 1<- WI°x  1. 
Proof. We show the 0 of Lemma 34 is an isomorphism of S ~ into W ~ oX I. We 
regard S1/~=X 1 as a semigroup with identity in definition of 0. In the notation 
of Lemma 33, ul = 1. Using the notation of Lemma 34, suppose gO= (fg, g.Z)= 
(fg,, g'.Y) =g'O. Thus, g~=g'.Y=s, say. Hence, g = ulg = lfsus= lfg, us= 
ulg'=g'. [] 
Theorem 36 will be used in the proof of Theorem 37. 
Theorem 36 [16, Theorem 1.24]. Let S be a union of groups on which ~ is a con- 
gruence relation. Then, 
(,) S <_ w I o (S/_~)~ 
where W is a lower partial chain of .~-classes of  S (each J-class of  S contains pre- 
cisely one of  these .~-classes). 
I f  S has an identity, the superscript '1' may be removed in (,). 
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Proof. The second sentence of the theorem follows from Lemma 35 while the third 
sentence is a consequence of Lemma 34. [] 
Theorem 37 will be used in the proof of Theorem 48. 
Theorem 37. Let S be a natural ocally ~-unipotent semigroup and select an idem- 
potent representative element ey(y ~ T(S) / J )=  Y ) f rom each J-class of  T(S). Let 
V= U (eySez" y, z ~ Y). Then, V is a natural locally ~-unipotent semigroup and 
(,) S < I I x  W 1 o (T (V) /y )  1 o (V/o)  1 o ( j r ) l  
y(.-#') + of + E 
where LJc_E(S), W is a lower partial chain Y= T(V) / J  of  Y-classes of  T(V) 
(each J-class o f  T(V) contains precisely one of  these Y-classes), Z is a congruence 
on T(V), 
T(V) /Y< yrx  Y, 
(T (V) /Z - -  {(j, y ) : j>  y}), 
Q is the smallest combinatorial Y-unipotent congruence on V, 
V/O < Y" x (V/o)/rl 
where Pl is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup congruence on V/O, 
E((V/o)/rl)-- Y, V/O = {(j ,a) : j_a- lot}.  
Proof. By Lemma 18, V is a natural ocally ~-unipotent semigroup. Thus, using 
Lemmas 10 and 12, (V, Q) where Q = t N Y (on V), is a left regular pair. Thus, using 
Theorem 32, V<(T(V))  1 o(V/o) I. Using Lemma 15, O is the smallest combina- 
torial Lg-unipotent congruences on V. Using Lemmas 18 and 11, LP is a congruence 
relation on T(V). Using Lemma 5, T (V) / J  = Y. Thus, using Theorem 36, 
(T(V))l <<_ W l o (T (V) /Z)  1 
where W is a lower partial chain Y= T(V) / J  of Y-classes of T(V) (each J-class 
of T(V) contains precisely one of these Y-classes). Using [16, Lemma 1.25], 
V< W ~ o (T(V)/ .~) ~ o (V/O) ~. Utilizing Proposition 6 and Proposition 7, 
S < i /x Vo ( j r ) l  
y(.Jr ) + j + E 
where I, Jc_E(S). Using [16, Lemma 1.6], 
V o ( j r ) l  < ( W 1 o (T(V)/Y) 1 o (V/o) ! ) o ( j r ) l .  
Thus, 
S < It× W 1 o (T (V) /y )  l o (V/Q) l o (jr)l. 
y(,~') + J + E 
Using Lemma 28, V/Q <_ yrx  (V/o)/rl where r/is the smallest combinatorial inverse 
semigroup congruence on V/O, E((V/o)/rl) = Y, and V/O-- {(y,a) "y>a- la}  and 
T(V) /z< yr x y and T(V) /Y={( j ,y ) : j>  y}. [] 
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Remark 38. Let W be a lower partial chain Y of the semigroups (Wy:y ~ Y), X 
be a semilattice Y of semigroups (Xy:y~ Y), and let R and T be semigroups. 
In [16, p. 189], we let WoXoR=(Wx'xx)R 'xR .  It is easily checked that 
((W x" xX)  R" xR) r 'x  T and (W x" xX)  R'xr" xRr 'x  T are isomorphic as partial 
semigroups. We thus denote each of these semigroups by W o X o R o T. Similarly, 
W o X o R and W x" × R" x X R" x R are isomorphic as partial semigroups. 
We next consider natural ocally inverse semigroups. In Proposition 39, we give 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a natural regular semigroup to be locally 
inverse. Let S be a natural locally inverse semigroup. As a consequence of Proposi- 
tion 39, E(y.z)w (y, z, we Y,y> w, z> w) consists of precisely one element (Remark 
40 and Comment 46'). We show S is ~-compatible (Lemma 41), and V is a natural 
locally inverse semigroup (Lemma 42). Let S be any regular semigroup such that 
E(S)  = {(i,j, a) :/,j, a ~ Y, a semilattice, i _  a and j _  a} under the multiplication 
(i,j, a)(p,q, fl)=(i,q, ap) (using Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, V/~ is such a semigroup). 
Then, S< Y lx  yrx  S/A where A is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S 
and E(S/A) = Y. In fact, S-- {(i,j, a) : i>_aa-l,j>>_a-la} (Proposition 43). In Com- 
ment 46, we note that A may be replaced by t in Proposition 43 if S is combinatorial. 
Let S be a natural ocally inverse semigroup. Using Proposition 43 and Comment 
46, we show V/~<_ Y#× yrx  (V /~) /~ where J is the smallest combinatorial in-
verse semigroup congruence on V/~ and E((V/~)/d)  = Y. In fact, V/~= 
{ (i, j, a): i _> ao~- l,j_> a-  la}. Using Theorem 37 and proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 37, we obtain the remainder of the statement of our structure theorem for 
natural ocally inverse semigroups (Theorem 48). 
In Corollary 44, we describe Green's relations on S of Proposition 43, and, in 
Corollary 45, we show S is combinatorial if and only if S/A is combinatorial. 
In Lemma 49, we show that every ?(~)-epimorphism of an ~-compatible natural 
regular semigroup is an E-epimorphism. Let S be a combinatorial natural ocally 
inverse semigroup. In Proposition 50, we show 
S < Bx  S/t 
~r)+ ~ + E 
where B is a rectangular band and t is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup 
congruence on S. 
Proposition 39 will be used in the proof of Remark 40. 
Proposition 39. The following two conditions are equivalent for any natural regular 
semigroup S. 
(a) S is a locally inverse semigroup. 
(b) I f  Ji,J2 are J-classes of T(S) with Jl>_J2 and e~E(Jl), then there is at most 
one idempotent of  J2 under e. 
Proof. (a)--*(b). Let f,g~E(J2) with e>_f and e>_g. Then, fg=gf  implies f=g 
since ./2 is completely simple. 
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(b)-*(a). If u, v eE(S), let (uo)' denote the identity of the maximal subgroup of 
S containing uo. Let e ~ E(J  1), say. Suppose f<_ e and g <_ e. Then, efg =fg =fge. 
Thus, e(fg)'= (fg)'= (fg)'e and, hence, e_> (fg)'. Similarly, e_  (gf)': Thus, (fg)'= 
(gf)'. Hence, fgXgf .  Thus, there exists xe(T(S) )  l such that fgx=gf.  Hence, 
glgi = gf(fgx) = gfgx= g(gf) = gf. Similarly, fg e E(S). Thus, fg = gf. [] 
Remark 40 will be used in the proof of Comment 46'. 
Remark 40. As in the proof of Lemma 1, E(eJ2e)~ [] (notation of Proposition 
39(b)). Hence, if Proposition 39(b) is valid, there exists exactly one of idempotent 
of J2 under e. 
Lemma 41 will be used in the proof of Lemma 47, Theorem 48, and Proposition 
50. 
Lemma 41. Any natural locally inverse semigroup is X-compatible. 
Proof. Since Xc_t, X=tNX=(tn  a)n( tn~) .  Thus, apply Lemma 10 and its 
left-right dual. [] 
Lemma 42 will be used in the proof of Lemma 47 and Theorem 48. 
Lemma 42. I f  S is a natural locally inverse semigroup, V is a natural locally inverse 
semigroup. 
Proof. Utilize Lemma 18 and its left-right dual. [] 
Proposition 43 will be used in the proof of Corollary 44 and Lemma 47. 
Let Y be a semilattice. Let B = { (i, j, a) : i, j, a e Y, i >_ a, j __ a} under the multiplica- 
tion ( i, j, y)( p, q, z) -- ( i, q, yz).  
Proposition 43. A regular semigroup S has E(S)=B if and only if  S={(i, j ,a): 
a eX=S/2  where ;t is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S, E(X)= Y, 
i, j eY ,  i>aa -1, j>a- la}  under the multiplication (i,j, cO(p,q, fl)=(i,q, ap). 
Hence, in this case, S <_ yt x yr X X. 
Proof. First assume that S is a regular semigroup with E(S)= {(i,j,y):i, j ,  ye  Y, a 
semilattice, i > y, j >_ y} under the multiplication (i,j, y)(p, q, z) = (i, q, yz). If we let 
Ey = {(i, j, y) . i > y, j >_ y} , E(S) is the semilattice Y of rectangular bands (Ey " y e Y). 
Let Iy (Jy) denote the .~- (~-) class of Ey containing (y, y, y). Using the proof of [9, 
theorem] and the obvious modification of [13, Proposition 1.19] and its proof, there 
exists a homomorphism ~ of S onto an inverse semigroup X~S/2 ,  E(X)= Y and 
for a e Y, a~-l= Ea, and, furthermore, every element of S may be uniquely ex- 
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pressed in the form ivaj where vaea~ -l (Va=(C,a,a) for at  Y), i¢Iaa-~, and 
j~Ja-la. Let M= {(/,Aot) :aeX,  i, j e  Y, i>_aa -1, j>_a-la} under the multiplica- 
tion (i,A~)(p,q,P)=(i,q,¢p), We will show ((i,~ot-l, ao~-~)va(ct-~c, Aot-~oO) ~= 
(i,j, a) defines an isomorphism of S onto M. It is easily seen that y is a 1-1 map of 
S onto M. There exist e,f~ Y such that Va(Ot-la, f, ~-~¢t) = va and (e, ~fl-~, ~- l )v~ = 
v~. There exists a e lea~)(a~)-~ and b e J(a~)-~a~ such that vav~= ava~b. Let i,j, p, q ¢ Y 
and a ,~eX such that i>a~ -~, j>¢-~o~, p>_flfl-~, and q___l~-lfl. Hence, 
(i, aa -~, aa -~ )v.(a -~ a,j, a -~ a)(p,  ,8,8 -~, ,Sp -~ )vp~-~,8 ,  q, ,8-~,8) 
= (i, aa  -1, aa  - l  )Va(a -I a,f, a- la)(e, ~fl-l, ,~,~" 1)US (~- 1 ~, q, ,~- lp) 
= (i, aa  ,-1, aa  -I )avapb(,O-l,8, q, ,0 -1,8) 
= (i, (a,B)(a.B) - l ,  (a.B)(a,B) -1 )va~,((a,8) -1 aB, q, (a.B) -1 a.B). 
Hence, y is easily seen to be a homomorphism. The converse follows by routine 
calculations. [] 
Corollary 44 will be used in the proof of Corollary 45. 
Corollary 44. Let S be 
(a) (i,j,a) ~ (P,q,B) 
Co) (/,Aa) ~(p,q,P) 
(c) (/,j, a) ~(p ,  q, fl) 
(d) (i, Aa) ~ (P,q,B) 
as in Proposition 43. Then, 
i f  and only if a ~ fl ( ~ X)  and i =p, 
i f  and only if a-~B (eX)  andj=q,  
i f  and only if aJt'fl ( ¢X),  i=p and j=q,  
i f  and only i f  a ~ fl ( ~ X). 
Proof. The proof of Corollary 44 is similar to that of Corollary 25 and will be 
omitted. [] 
Corollary 45. Let S be as in Proposition 43. Then, S is  combinatorial if and only 
X is combinatorial. 
Proof. If X is combinatorial, S is combinatorial by Corollary 44(c). The proof of 
the converse is similar to the proof of the converse of Corollary 26. [] 
Comment 46 will be used in the proof of Lemma 47. 
Comment 46. In Comment 27, replace "Proposition 24" by "Proposition 43", 
"page 696" by "Lemma 1.22", "oaj" by "ioaj", and "jeEa-~a" by "i~Iaa-~ 
and j ¢ J~-,~" 
Comment 46'. Let S be a natural locally inverse semigroup. Using Remark 40, 
E(y, w) consists of a single element e(y, w). Hence, Ety, z),, consists of a single element 
e(y,z)w. 
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Lemma 47 will be used in the proof of Theorem 48. 
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Lemma 47. Let S be a natural locally inverse semigroup. Then V/X'< 
yt x yr× (V/X')/t5 where t5 is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup con- 
gruence on V/X' and E((V/X')/ J)= Y. In fact, V/X'-- {(i,j, tz) • i>ota -1, j>_ot-la}. 
Proof. Using Lemmas 2 and 3, E(V)={e(y,z):y,z, we y ' y>w,  z>_w} and 
He~y.,)wc_V for all e(y.z) eE(V  ). Using Lemma 4, He(y.z) He(r.s)qCHe(,.,),q" Using 
Lemmas 42 and 41, ~ is a congruence relation on V. Let a-*a denote the natural 
homomorphism of V onto V/~. Hence, e(y,z) e(r,s)q=e(y,s)wq. Let ,(y.z)=(y,z,w). 
Hence, E(V/~)= {(y, z, w) :y,z, we Y, y_> w, z> w} with (y,z, w)(r, s, q)=(y, s, wq). 
Hence, using Proposition 43 and its proof and Comment 46 there exists an isomor- 
phism ~, of V/X ~ onto M= { (i, j, a) : a e X=_ (V/X~)/t~, a combinatorial inverse semi- 
group with E(X)= Y, i, j e  Y, i>aa -I, j>a-lt~} with (i,j,a)(p,q, fl)=(i,q,t~fl). 
Furthermore, (i,j,a)y=(i,j,a) for ae  Y. Hence, V/X'<_ Y tx  yr×(v/3~')/t~, 
E((V/X')/J)= Y, and V/~={( i , j ,a)  i>at~ -1, j>a- la} .  [] 
Let W be a lower partial chain Y of semigroups (Wy : y e Y). We term W locally 
inverse if Wy is a regular for each ye  Y, and for any idempotents e,f, ge W, e>_f 
and e>_y imply fy=yf .  
Our structure theorem for locally inverse unions of groups [12, Theorem 1.6] may 
be used to give the structure of locally inverse partial chains of left groups. 
Theorem 48. Let S be a natural ocally inverse semigroup and select an idempotent 
representative element ey (y e T (S) / J  = Y) from each J-class of  T(S). Let V= 
U (eySez" Y, z e Y). Then, V is an ~,~e-compatible natural locally inverse semigroup 
and 
(,) S < I tx  W 1 o (T(V)/._w)l o (V/jy~a) 1 o (jr)l 
y(:)+£+E 
where I, J c__ E(S). W is a locally inverse lower partial chain Y = T( V ) / J  of  L~-classes 
of T(V) (each J-class of  T(V) contains precisely one of  these L~-classes), L~ is con- 
gruence relation on T(V), 
T(V)/~9~< yrx  Y, (**) 
(T(V)/Lf= {(j, y ) . j _  y}), 
is the smallest combinatorial orthodox semigroup congruence on V, 
(***) V/~e< ytx  yrx(v/3~')/t~ 
where t~ is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup congruence on 
E( (V/~) / j )= y, and V/~e= {(i,j,t~) - i>act -1, j_>a-la}. 
Proof. Using Lemmas 42 and 41, V is an ~-compatible natural locally inverse 
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semigroup. Using Theorem 32, V<<_(T(V)) 1 o (V/,~) 1. By Theorem 37, .~ is a con- 
gruence on T(V) and (**) is valid. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 37 to 
obtain (,). The comment beginning with (***) is a consequence of Lemma 47. [] 
Lemma 49 will be used in the proof of Proposition 50. 
Lemma 49. Let S be an ~-compatible r gular semigroup and let 0 be a homomor. 
phism of  S onto a semigroup T. Then, i f  0 is an E-epimorphism, 0 is a y(~)- 
epimorphism. 
Proof. Let a,b~S, aO=bO, and a~b.  Then, ab-l~,~bb -l for b - le j (b )  and 
(ab-l)O=(bb-1)O. Thus, ab-l~E(S) and, hence, ab-l=bb -l. Since a.~b, 
a-!a.~b- lb for a -l eJ(a). Thus, a=a(b-lb)=(ab-l)b=bb-~b=b. 
Proposition 50. Let S be a combinatorial natural ocally ~nverse semigroup. Then, 
S < B x S/t 
~(~t ~) + ~ + E 
where B is a rectangular band and t is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup 
congruence on S. 
Proof. T(S) is a semilattice Y of rectangular bands (Ty :y¢  Y). Using [13, Pro- 
position 1.19, Remark 1.20, Proposition 1.21, and Lemma 1.22], there exists a 
homomorphism O of S onto a combinatorial inverse semigroup X=S/ t  with 
E(X) = Y, and, furthermore, very dement of S may be uniquely expressed in the 
form iocj where Dc~CO -1, Ococl=ec¢- i ,  OclOc=ec-~c for some Ocl ~J(Oc), i lecc-~, 
jrec-~c, and yO-l=Ty for y~Y.  Let I=~( le :yer ) ,  J=[.J(%:yeY), B= 
I ix J  r, and W=BxX (algebraic direct product). Let A = {(i,j),a): a~X,  icier, 
j ~ re,  J >_ aa -l, y >_ a-la}. Then, by an easy calculation, A is a subsemigroup of
W. Since ((i,j), oO((ea-~a, eaa-O, a -1)((i,j), a) = ((i,j), a), A is a regular subsemi- 
group of W. We will show (if, j), c)O= iocj defines a homomorphism of A onto S. 
Let (~0y.z: y>z)  denote the set of structure homomorphisms of T(S) [12, Section 1]. 
Clearly, 0 maps A onto S. Let ((i,j),c),((p,q),d)¢A with i~le6, j~re,, P~le~, and 
q ¢ rep. Hence, 
(iVcj)(PVdq) 
= iOcec-lcjpedd-! Odq 
= iOcec-lc~Oc-lc, -tcdd-lj~Or, c-lcdd-lp~O~c-lcdd-ledd-I~dd-l,c-icdd-IOdq 
= iOcOdq. 
However, OcO d -- XOcdY where x e le~x~)-~ and y ~ re~)-~ . Thus, 
iVcV dq = iXocd Yq = i~6, (cdXcd) -~ Xe(cdXcd)-~O cde(cd) -~(cd) y " qq~ p, (cd)-I cd "- iVcdq. 
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Thus, 
(((i, j), c)((p, q), d))O = iocdq = (iOcj)(POdq) = ((i, j), c)O((p, q), d)O. 
We next show 0 is an E-epimorphism. Suppose ((i, j), c)0 =e c E(S). Thus, ivcjiocj = 
iocJ. Hence, 6cx6c), = 6c},. Thus, 
((~CC- 1 )C( C -  l c}t)(¢~CC- 1)C(C-  l c r )  = ((~CC- I )C( C - I C}t)" 
Hence, c2=c and, thus, (( i , j ) ,c)cE(A).  Using Lemmas 41 and 49, 0 is also a 
~,(y)-epimorphism. We finally show 0 is a ~-epimorphism. Suppose ((i,j), c)0= 
((p, q), d)O. Thus, iocj=poaq. Hence, ~Scy =2dfl. Thus, 
C = ((~CC -1 )C(c - l c~)  --~ (~C~ -- 2dfl = (Add -l )d(d-ldfl)  = d. 
Since (( i , j ) ,c)((ec-loq),c-lc)=((i ,q),c) and ((i ,q),c)((ec-loj),c- lc)=((i , j) ,c), 
(i, j), c) #? ((i, q), c) cA.  Similarly, ((i, q), c) Lf ((p, q), c) cA. Thus, ((i, j), c) ~ ((p, q), c). 
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